
KRISHNAGAR ACADEMY 

HALF-YEARLY (PHASE-II) EXAMINATION (2020-2021) 
CLASS-III 

SUBJECT: - ENGLISH LANGUAGE(PAPER-I) 
Full Marks- 20 

 
  

QUESTION NO. 1  

Write a paragraph on the topic ‘Television’.  [12marks]  

QUESTION NO. 2                                              [8 marks]   

Write a letter to the Principal for leave of absence.    

  

  



KRISHNAGAR ACADEMY 

HALF-YEARLY (PHASE-II) EXAMINATION (2020-2021) 
CLASS-III 

SUBJECT: - ENGLISH literature (PAPER-II) 
Full Marks- 20 

QUESTION NO. 1  

 Write down the meanings of the following words: - [4x1=4 marks]  

a. gaping  
b. rags  
c. swerve  
d. victim  

  QUESTION NO. 2       

   Answer the following questions: -  

a. What had happened to the car that Priya saw from her window? [2 marks]  
b. Which words are used to describe the pothole? [3 marks]  
c. Where did Priya place the three signs that she had made? [3 marks]  

  

QUESTION NO. 3  
  Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow: -  

   ‘I’m not waiting a moment longer!’  

a. Who said these words and when? [2 marks]  
b. Which words best describe the mood of the speaker at this time?   [1 mark]  

i. angry ii. sad iii. fed up iv. 
cheerful  

 v.  determined  
c. What did the speaker do after this? [2 marks]  

  

QUESTION NO. 4  
  Write suitable words for the following sentences. [3x1= 3 marks]  

a. a channel at the edge of a street ______________________.  
b. a class or school for very young children_______________________.  
c. an unexpected and undesirable event __________________________.  

  
 

  



KRISHNAGAR ACADEMY 

HALF-YEARLY (PHASE-II) EXAMINATION (2020-2021) 
CLASS-III 

SUBJECT: - Social Studies 
Full Marks- 20 

Answer the following questions: 2×10=20 
 
1. What is family? 
2. What is a family tree? 
3. What is a joint family? 
4.Define the term displacement? 
5. When does jet- lag occur? 
6. Write any two differences  that Tanya noticed in her new 
school as compared to her school in India. 
7. List any two reasons for which people need to migrate. 
8. Who are your grandparents? 
9. Define: Relocation.  
10. Define: Adoption.  
  



KRISHNAGAR ACADEMY 

HALF-YEARLY (PHASE-II) EXAMINATION (2020-2021) 
CLASS-III 

SUBJECT: - Geography 
Full Marks- 20 

 
Answer the following questions  : 2×10=20 
 
1. What does Geography  mean? 
2.  What questions  does geography  answer? 
3. Name some continents.  
4. Name some oceans. 
5.What is Geography? 
6.What happened  as a result of the Big Bang? 
7. Define galaxy. 
8. Name the planets in order of their position  from the sun. 
9.State one difference between  stars and planets. 
10. What is a comet? 
  



KRISHNAGAR ACADEMY 

HALF-YEARLY (PHASE-II) EXAMINATION (2020-2021) 
CLASS-III 

SUBJECT: - G.K & Spelling 
Full Marks- 20 

G.K 

Write two sentences  on each animal: 2×5=10 
 
1. Jellyfish-- 
 
2. Flying fox-- 
 
3. Electric Eel-- 
 
4. Prairie Dog-- 
 
5. Silver fish -- 
 

Spelling 

Put in the right words : 1×10=10 
 
1. A man who sells fish is called a __. 
2. A ___ is a man who sells meat. 
3. A person who runs a farm is called a __. 
4. A ___ is someone who knits. 
5. The ___ glided swiftly across the ice. 
6.A ___ is someone who plays football. 
7. The __ cut my hair yesterday. 
8.  Anyone who works in a garden is called a ___. 
9. The man who drives the bus is called the____. 
10. The ___ sold me some bread, eggs and cheese. 
  



KRISHNAGAR ACADEMY 

HALF-YEARLY (PHASE-II) EXAMINATION (2020-2021) 
CLASS-III 

SUBJECT: - Bengali 
Full Marks- 20 

 

 
 ১)"কােলা কােলা েমঘ�িল"----কিবতা�টর �থম ছয় লাইন মুখ� 
েলখ (কিবর নাম সহ) 7 
২)শ� কােক বেল? উদাহরণ দাও।   2 
৩)বাক� কােক বেল? উদাহরণ দাও।   2 
৪) এেলােমেলা অ�র�েলা সা�জেয় শ� গঠন কেরা-- 1+1=2 
দ�ালিবয়_________ 
দণি��__________ 
 
৫) নীেচর বাক��িল েথেক উে�শ� ও িবেধয় অংশ খুেঁজ েবর 
কেরা----1+1=2 
ক) েস ফুড়ুক কের উেড় পালাল। 
খ) সকােল েসানার রিব পুব িদেক ওেঠ। 
 
৬) রচনা েলখ--5 
শরৎকাল 
  



KRISHNAGAR ACADEMY 

HALF-YEARLY (PHASE-II) EXAMINATION (2020-2021) 
CLASS-III 

SUBJECT: - COMPUTER 
Full Marks- 10 

 
Answer the following questions:-.5×2=10 
1.What is binary code? 
2.What are the differences between Mainframe and Mini 
frame computers? 
3.How does operating system help us? 
4.What do you mean by open source? 
5.Give an example of a modern hybrid computer? 
  



KRISHNAGAR ACADEMY 

HALF-YEARLY (PHASE-II) EXAMINATION (2020-2021) 
CLASS-III 

SUBJECT: - SCIENCE 
Full Marks- 20 

 
 (A)TICK THE CORRECT ANSWER.      (4×2=8) 
1.Which one is wrong? 
a)60seconds=1minute   b)60minutes=1hour  
c)60hours=1minute 
2 .A thermometer is used to measure 
a)pressure b) capacity c) temperature 
3.Loud and unpleasant sounds 
a)make us feel happy b)irritate us c)have no effect on us 
4.Force can do 
a)nothing b)one thing c)many things 
(B)Fill in the blanks (3×1=3) 
a.We should  ______ the use of horns. 
b.An electronic balance is used to measure ________. 
c.Light weights  are measured in________. 
(C) Answer the following : (2+3+3+1) 
Q1.Name two scales used for measuring temperature? 
Q2.Mention three effects of force on an object. 
Q3.What can we do to reduce noise? 
Q4.What is capacity? 
  



KRISHNAGAR ACADEMY 

HALF-YEARLY (PHASE-II) EXAMINATION (2020-2021) 
CLASS-III 

SUBJECT: - Mathematics 
Full Marks- 20 

 

Q .1. Work Out.                                                                                         2.5 X 4=10 

a] Multiply Rs 53.28 by 4 

b] Divide  Rs 880.80 ÷ 8 

c]       Rs                                             d]          Rs 

     400.61                                                   186.00 

     +41.32                                                  -123.25 

_________                                             ________ 

Q.2.  Solve the word problems.                                                                 2.5 X 4=10 

A] Hiba got Rs 350.00 from her  mother  and Rs 551.00 from her  father. How  
much money                   did  she get altogether? 

B] How much more is Rs 535.75 than Rs 125.25 ? 

C] Cost of a dozen oranges is Rs 84. Find the cost of one orange . 

D] A book has 125 pages and on each page there are 17 lines. How many lines are 
there in the whole book? 
  



KRISHNAGAR ACADEMY 

HALF-YEARLY (PHASE-II) EXAMINATION (2020-2021) 
CLASS-III 

SUBJECT: - HISTORY 
Full Marks- 20 

 

A.Fill in the blanks:(5×1)=5 

1.Egyptian Kings were called ______. 
2.Paper was made from the _____plant. 
3.The Indus people built _____ cities. 
4.Egypt is called the gift of the nile____. 
5.In Harappa,the ____ stored grains. 
B.Answer the following 
questions:(6×2=12+1+1+1)=15 

1.Describe a pyramid in two sentences. 
2.Name the most famous pyramid.where is it? 
3.Give two reasons why Civilisations developed 
along river valleys. 
4.Mention any two important discoveries made by 
the Egyptians. 
5.Who was Nefertiti? 
6.What did the Great Sphinx of Giza serve as? 
7.What did Mohenjodaro mean? 
8.Name the tallest pyramid . 
9.How did the Indus people write? 



KRISHNAGAR ACADEMY 

HALF-YEARLY (PHASE-II) EXAMINATION (2020-2021) 
CLASS-III 

SUBJECT: - Second Language (Hindi) 
Full Marks- 20 
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